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\( k \) [LMVRA+20].  
-\( \text{-nearest} \) [LMVRA+20].  
161 [NBGC20a], 19 [GMCA21, STM+22, Tok22].

**2018** [EHB21].  
**2020** [Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20s, Ano20r, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano20w, Ano20x].  
**2021** [Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21t, Ano21s, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano21y, Ano21z].  
**2022** [Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22s, Ano22r, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x].  
**2023** [Ano23a, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano23j, Ano23k, Ano23l].  
25012 [GRV+21].  
3 [RSL+21].  
5 [GKAHMO22].  
61131 [RSL+21].  
61131-3 [RSL+21].

abstract [KKE21, PSZ21]. abstracted [YML+22]. abstractions [AGL21].

academia [WSL+20]. academic [FdSN+20, WCH+22]. acceptance [Bat20, BbASP23, FFV+23, LNST21].

access [LSB+22, SLL20, SHWR22, SV20, WCH+22].

Accessibility
Applied [MAP+20]. Applying [DPGGP23].

Approach [AFJ+20, AHP21, AA22, ALZ+20, AHT+21, BMP22, BRSR21, BEM+23, BL21a, BL21b, BFZC21, CDRV20, CVC21, CBDK23, CFP+21, CDET22, DDB20, EBAR21, FFV+23, GCLB22, GBSO20, HKP23, IJK21, KZTS22, KL20, KKL+21, KFJA23, KKE21, LWH20, LC20, Lin21, NBBG20a, NBBG20b, PT21, RPL+21, RATS+21, SAZN22, TTB+23, WZ20, ZCLP21, ZYZ+23, dCMM+22].

approaches [ASM+21, DL21, HH22].

approximate [LBF+21a, LBF+21b].


Architecting [BNMW23, MLS+21].

Architectural

[Hei20, LLZ+22, MAK23, SBC20, dSS+22, BB22, CWGS23, MSRR22, MSB21, OEW22, PF21, RPT23, VKN21, dTMS21, SZ22].

Architecture

[AKH+22, AFJ+20, BDLT21, BLTX21, GGB20, KZTS22, MWO20, LWS20, BB20, FJvdW20, HKP23, KRS+21a, KRS+21b, LZP+20, MAK23, MskD22, RQA+22, TAF+20, ZLC+23, dDLSK23].

architectures

[AZCh21, BSH20, CVC21, GMFO+21a, GMFO+21b, MCM21, SMB+20]. Archive [MCSAGB20].

Arduino [RPM+22].

argument [SSP21]. ARM [MCM21].

arrays [JT20]. art [BLIS23, Gir21, PT22, UPP+22, AHT+21]. Artcode [XTF+21].

ARTe [RPM+22]. Artificial


Assessing

[MDWS+23, POWGH22, CDRV20].

Assessment [AFJ+20, CND22, FC20, KRS+21a, KRS+21b, LHF22, PDD+20, RBS+23, SZ22, WML21]. Assets


Attention [FZ+22, ZYL+22, HPZ+20, HLZ+23, ZFS+22, ZLX+22, ZSZ+22].


Augmentation [YWW22]. augmented [LJZ20, ZY+23]. Augmenting [BH20].

August [Ano20b, Ano21b, Ano22b]. automate [HG22]. Automated

[BF22, CJR22, FZT+22, GS21a, GS21b, LS+22, NNS+21, PZDG21, SS+22, ZIXG20, ZHM+23, BB22, IJK21, KBPM20, LCC+23, LLK+21, LXX+23, MCZ20, SAZN22, WCGS23].

Automatic

[FFV+23, JWZM20, RPR22, SH20, ZSY+22, AMO21, BDM21, CKM+20, GJW+22, HELW20, NLS+20, WTS23, YMDM21].

Automatically

[CZL22, KBB23, FGG+20, KZK22, LC20, OEW22, BGE+21, MFB20].

Automating [SBM23].

automation [ABT+22, BGE+21, KBPM20, WML22].

automotive [BB22, GCLB22, KRS+21a].

autonomic [WFR21].

Autonomous


avant-garde [SM21]. avionics [GBT+20].

aware [AZR+21, CNDL20, GTT+20, HTB21, JST22, MAK22, QWH23, RFB20, SCN+21, TSL22, TAF+20, WZ21, WTS23, YAO+21, ZGW+20a, ZLY+22, ZLYZ23]. awareness [Vog20, LSFE21]. awry [FAA22].

bag [YZS22]. bag-of-tasks [YZS22].

balance [WKB20]. balancing
Colla-Config [BEM+23].

collaborating [ACG+23].

collaborations [CFP*21, HSJB23, ROL21].

Collaboration [CMP*20, WSL+20].

Component [BEM+23, DLX+23, DPJGG23, LXYL20, SGW+22].

collectivism [ZLS22].

Colombia [MVGHPT22].

colony [BH20].

combination [LXYL20].

combinations [HZT+20].

combinatorial [JT20, MAC+22].

Combine [CLZ+23].

comparing [BBW22, CYW21, TTB+23].

comment [LWP+21, RPL+21, RBS+23].

commenting [HHJ+20].

comments [BGE+21, BSGN21, GDLM21, RMOGA20, STW23].

commit [DCMR20, ETY+22, HELW20, PMDN20].

commits [AES22, LQY+22].

common [RMT+22].

CommtPst [HHJ+20].

communication [AJCN21, AIL22, BDLT21, GS20, LCT22, SGG22].

community [ES23, FVDF21a, FVDF21b, KR23, PT21].

community-wide [FVDF21a, FVDF21b].

companies [VHB21, ZH21, ZH22].

companion [RPT23].

company [APB20].

comparative [XLY+21, ZGW+20b, vBD21].

compared [WGL+22].

Comparison [EFPC21, KRLS+20, LPS+23, SGV22, TGG21].

competence [AWA+22].

competencies [AGP22].

competing [BFHC20].

complement [JWZM20].

complete [ZGW+20a].

Complex [AAG21, MCSAGB20].

Complexity [LALM23, AM23, Tai20].

Component [CCS20, BR23, DS020, He20].

Component-based [CCS20, DS020, He20].

components [BMB20, BGL+22, LMZT22].

composite [WZZ21].

composition [CZW20, RFB20, RFB+22].

compositional [KP23].

comprehension [AGL21].

comprehensive [BGC20, SXL+22, XLY+21, YMDM21, MCSAGB20].

computation [Mas22].

Computational [BFL23, AM23, SGW+22].

computing [CDLN21, CSLN23, DHM+21, DTZ+22].

GTT+20, GM20, MPGB22, PBC+23, TGX+22].

Concept [WZZ21, AC21, ROL21].

Concepts [LSBG21].

conceptual [BEAK21, HGH+23].

concerns [BFHC20, LTJ+20].

concrete [KKE21].

concurrency [KZK22].

conditional [ZXW20].

conditionals [FFV+23].

confide [BHP+21, TGG21].

confidence [BHP+21].

confidentiality [Ala21].

confidentiality-based [Ala21].

Config [BEM+23].

configurable [CBDK23, FVDF21a, FVDF21b, FKF+23].

configuration [BEM+23, CYW21, PAM+21, SWH+20].

Configurations [AFJ+20].

Configuring [ACA+23].

Conflict [LWC20, LLW+23].

Conformance [SZ22, dSS+22].

connectedness [AWA+22].

consensus [BLHS23, MN21b].

CONSERVE [JRM+22].

Considerations [BGL+22].

consistency [KKL+21].

constants [FC20].

Constrained [JT20].

construct [BFL23].

constructed [IMTS23].

construction [MC20, RAGCSS+20, WZC+20].

constructs [PSZ21].

consultation [EKHJ+20].

consumption [DLV+22].

contact [GCF22].

contact-tracing [GCF22].

container [RAGCSS+20].

container-centric [RAGCSS+20].

containers [JRM+22, LWZ21].

content [CA20].

context [ECS23, FdSN+20, HLL21, MMDL23].

context-oriented [ECS23, MMDL23].

context-sensitive [HLL21].

contexts [OWGS23].

Contextual [ZYL+22, DFB20, SG20].

Contextualizing [PMDN20].

Continuous [GAB20, TC22, AKH+22, CDET22, JS22, LWY20, SFR23, WMLM22, YLHZ20].

contract [CLZ+23, NNG21, VDVC21, VCT20, YAaO+21].

contract-based [NNG21].

contracts [ACG+21, DLV+22].
[HSVMB20]. decompiler [HSVMB20].
decrease [LLST20]. deductive [AHP21].
Deep [JST+23, LLL+22, AAB+22, CDLN21, GBK+23, JZW+21, LXYL20, MBO+22, SELS21, TTB+23, ZLS20, ZYZZ21, GTT+20, HHJ+20]. Defect [ALB20, ASKS20, AKBN20, BS23, ET21, GBK+23, GS21a, GS21b, HXJ+20, LMRVA+20, XLY+21, ZAXG20, ZSCD22, ZYYZ21].
Defects [THN20, ALB20, GS21a, GS21b].
Definition [KOPN22]. definitions [MC20, THG20]. Delay [GS20]. Delphi [ZH21], demand [RPT23], density [HELW20, LMRVA+20]. dependable [SJC+22].
Dependence [ZYL+22, LBG+20]. dependencies [HBSV+22, VOG20].
dependency [GU23, HG22, LMGK22, LBF+21a, LBF+21b]. deploy [XDL+22].
developed [AM23]. Deployment [ACCN21, AFJ+20, KR5W22, CAF22].
deep [AES22]. derived [SZ22].
Description [FZT+22]. Descriptions [RMOGA20].
descriptive [WC20]. Design [SBC20, SZ22, WLS+21, BRSR21, CWGS23, CACHA23, FJvdW20, GGB20, IR21, LLZ+22, NAZ22, NNG21, PPMC22, PFW21, SZSV22, ZFC+22, CDRV20].
design-pattern [BRSR21]. designs [HQN22, SQ22].
detect [AA22, KZK22, WC20]. detected [MCZX20].
Detecting [LDT22, SHWR22, YML+22, GDLM21, NMRS22, YZL+22].
detector [NRRS20].
determinant [BAT20]. develop [AAW20].
developed [LGKT22].
Developer [AES22, BGMB20, HATG21, WLC+20].
developers [AWA+22, BSDB20, CAC20, EBAR21, GGB+22, MCH22, MRA22b, NDD20, PFC+23, PCC+20, SGG22, WCZW22, ZLS22]. developing [WCZW22].
DevOps [CVC21, WLS20].
diagnostics [DSM20]. diagram [CZLN22]. diagrams [BHHQ+22, SHWR22, ZWX20].
differed [NLT23].
differential [LXL20].
DigBug [KGL+22].
Digging [IR21].
Digital [BNMW23, DJR+22].
dimensional [AAG21].
dimensionality [CWGS23].
direct [SELS21].
direct-learning [SELS21].
directed [aSLF+22].
directions [IPB23, RFB+22, SCB22].
discipline [KSG+22].
Discovering [ZB22].
discovery [GMS22].
discrete [LHN20].
Discussed [THN20, SHB21].
discussions [NSL+21].
distance [LMRVA+20].
Distributed [ADS+22, RSM+23, AZR+21, ACD+21, BSDB20, HKP23, LLWL22, MPRX20, RAGCSS+20]. distribution [RR20, dSIdA23].
Diverse [ZLW+23].
diversification [SMB+20].
diversified [CZW20].
diversity [KA22, HSVMB20, MLBD21, WK20].
Diversity-driven [KA22].
Do [BCLN21, BEAK21], documentation [BRO+22, Vid22]. Does [JST+23, LLST20, LNST21, BS23, FEBO22].
Domain [AFJ+20, DJR+22, BPJ+22, BB22, CVC21, DL22, GKB+21, KL20, SZ22, SJ22, VWSCH23]. Domain-based
domain-oriented [DL22].
domain-specific [BPJ+22, VWSCH23].
Done [KOPN22]. Don’t [ACG+21].
drift [WZZ21]. drift-aware [WZZ21].
Driven [ALSA21, DAML23, FBMR20, IBP21, 
KRSW22, EAH20, BCF+21, BCF+22, 
CDET22, EBAR21, FJvdW20, GB20, KA22, 
KFJA23, LYZ+22, NBGC20a, NBGC20b, 
SSS22]. drivers [MBB22].
[ALZ21].
Dynamic [MCMA21, ACC+20, dACO21, 
ISK20, MyISK22, RFB+22, SMKI23, 
WXL+20, WTS23, ZXW20, dCMM+22, 
APAF21, GMS22].
E-SC4R [TCA22]. EA4Cloud [CNdLL20].
Early [LTJ+20, LL21]. ECCOLA
[VKJ+21]. Eclipse [KCMD21]. economic
[MH20]. ecosystem [Gu23, LTZ+21, 
MCSAGB20, MAS23, dVRB21].
Ecosystems [ROL21]. Edge
[MSC20, BBF+21, CAF22, DHM+21, 
DTZ+22, MPGB22, XDL+22, AM23].
edge-based [CAF22]. edge-cloud
[BBF+21]. Edge-Fog [MSC20].
EdgeWorkflow [XDL+22]. editor
[FBMR20].
Editorial
[Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, 
Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m, 
Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, 
Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, 
Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p, 
Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, 
Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, 
Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r, Ano22s, Ano22t, 
Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x, Ano22y, Ano22z]. edits
[JWZM20].
education [BTSC+23, CJNDZ21, GRLA20].
effect [AWA+22, CAC20, LWC20, LST20].
Effective [PLP+20, AHT+21, GGMB+22, 
HJX+20, MSMB21, OS20, QWHH23, 
XBS21, YLW+21]. effectiveness
[GBMF22, LWZ21, TGG21]. Effects


Integrating [APB20, EKHIJ+20, Hei20, SK22a].

Integration [BMB20, BB22, JS22, LHYW20, LTJ+20, LMZT22, THG20, WMLM22, YLHZ20].

integrated [PPMC22, RFB20, RO22].

Integrative [MMB22]. Intel [Ala21].

Intelligence [MMO22, FEBO22, GPF22, SFR23].

Intelligent [CXY+23].

Intensive [KRD+23, BGL+22, VKLM21].

Intention [SS20].

Inter [GS20, AHL22].

Inter-Process [GS20, AHL22].

Inter-Rater [DPGGP23].

Interaction [CBDK23, JT20, MAC+22].

interactions [dSIdA23].

Interactive [CACHA23].

Interdisciplinary [VHB21]. interest [dTMS21].

interface [SWZ+20, WGL+22, ZFC+22]. interfaces [DPRD21, SZSV22]. interference [MdSKD22].

interference-aware [MdSKD22].

interleavings [KZK22].

intermittent [SV20].

internationalisation [LXL+23].

interoperability [BGL+20, HPF23].

Interpretability [ZSCD22].

interpreters [CF23].

intersection [BFL23, CJNDZ21].

Intervention [IR21]. introducing [BDMP21].

Introduction [EHB21, HS21, KRD+23, FBMR20, HMR21].

intrusive [CSLN23].

invariants [NHA20].

inverse [CKM+20].

Investigating [BbASP23, ET21, JZM21, SS0+23].

investigation [GS20, ROL21, SX+22].

IoT [CAF22, CPD20, EN23, GPF22, KRSW22, LZB+23, POWGH22, RFB20, SBF20, SMB+20, TAF+20, VTS22].

IoT-enhanced [VTS22].

ISO [GRV+21].

ISO/IEC [GRV+21]. isolate [LWZ21].

Issue [AX21, EHB21, KRD+23, BCW21, FBMR20, GDLM21, HS21, LCC+23, LSSZ21, RMOGA20, SHB21].

issues [GGB+22, LST20, RMOGA20].

iStar [GAC20].

January [Ano20q, Ano21r, Ano22q, Ano23i].

Java [CAC20, CA20, DD20, HSVMB20, HG22, HHK20, MREVEA+22, MLBD21, SVG22, THG20].

Java-based [SVG22].

Javadoc [BGE+21].

JavaScript [JZM21, PZDG21].

Job [Bat20].

Job-work [Bat20].

jobs [ZPL21].

joins [ZPL21].

journey [ES23].

journey [GS20, ROL21, SXL+22].

IoT [CAF22, CPD20, EN23, GPF22, KRSW22, LZB+23, POWGH22, RFB20, SBF20, SMB+20, TAF+20, VTS22].

IoT-enhanced [VTS22].

ISO [GRV+21].

ISO/IEC [GRV+21].

isolate [LWZ21].

Issue [AX21, EHB21, KRD+23, BCW21, FBMR20, GDLM21, HS21, LCC+23, LSSZ21, RMOGA20, SHB21].
[CAF22, NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. layered
[BBW22, KL20]. layout
[BHQ+22, CAT21]. layout-based
[CAT21]. Leading [WSL+20]. leaks
[BF22, PCC+20]. learned [BDMP21].
learner [ZFG+23]. Learning
[JST+23, MLPC20, PAM+21, QWHH23,
ZYL+22, ALZ+20, AWHS22, BKG20,
BRSR21, BK20, BHHQ+22, CJR22,
CDLN21, DL21, DDB20, GTT+20, Gir21,
GBK+23, HHJ+20, ILUN21, JZW+21,
KR23, LLL+22, LC20, LXL20, LLZ+22,
MM22, MRR+20, MBO+22, MRM+22,
PT21, PDD20, QGW22, SELS21, SBM23,
TTB+23, XZY+20, YLHZ20, ZJXG20,
ZCLP21, ZGW+20b, ZB22]. learning-based
[ALZ+20, DL21, DDB20, ZGW+20b].
Legacy [YAaO+21, ASM+21, PZDG21].
lessons [BDMP21, OSJ21]. level
[LWYW20, NMG+20, PPB20, RV22,
ZLSY23]. Leveraging
[AFJ+20, CF23, ZLSV23]. Lexical
[CA20, LBG+20]. libraries [NDDD20].
library [JZW+21, SWZ+20]. licensing
[PKG22]. life [RATS21]. likely [NHA20].
Line [KZTS22, ACA+23, HPF23, MRA+22a,
NNG21]. linear [LLNC21, YLW+21]. lines
[AGPR20, BEM+23, CF23, POZ20, tBS23,
APAF21]. linguistic [POWGH22]. Link
[MLPC20]. linking [RPR22]. links
[WCH+22]. Literature [PFdMF21,
AČCn21, AWMW20, BAV20, dACOd23,
DAP20, DN21, DL22, GRLA20, GB20,
GAN20, GPF22, HH22, LBT+21, LZB+23,
LLZ+23, MRA+22a, MFLS22, MWFK20,
MRM+21, PAM+21, PDGMT20, PSAB22,
RBS+23, SL20, VDVC21, WFR21, ZH22].
live [CWT21]. LLVM [ZRGJ21]. Load
[AFJ+20, AA23, DTZ+22, GGMB+22].
localization
[KGL+22, LWL20, MMSM+23, MHH21,
TSLHS21, VHSB22, XBS21, YWY+21].
locate [PCC+20]. Locating [AHL22, JT20].
Location [THB22, EFPC21]. log
[YCWD23]. logic [BHP+21, BJB+21].
Logic-based [BJB+21]. logical [KSG+22].
logistics [ZH21, ZH22]. long
[GBT+20, SAZN22]. Looking [FGS23].
loop [SCN+21]. LSTM [LZJ20].

Machine [ILUN21, ALZ+20, BKG20,
BRSR21, BK20, BHHQ+22, DL21, DBB20,
Gir21, MRR+20, MRM+22, PT21, PSZ21,
PDD20, QGW22, SBM23, ZGW+20b,
ZBB2, DD20, HLW+23, JCN5+22, THB22].
machine-learning [BKG20, PT21].
machine-learning-based [PDD20].
Machines [Ib+22]. main [SWH+20].
maintainability [SBM23]. maintained
[MCH22]. Maintaining [BGL+20].
maintenance [DFB20, HELW20]. making
[KRC23, RPT23, SMF+23]. malicious
[FR20, SJ5+22]. malware [dCMM+22].
management [AKB20, A3R+21, GTT+20,
MPGB22, MLPC20, MBO+22, Nsr+21,
TGG21, TGX+22, VVBGL+23]. manager
[SJA21]. Managing [BBF+21, VSTK21].
Manipulation [EHB21, HS21]. map
[CDP22, MGSC22, OEW22]. Mapping
[DJR+22, SG23, WLS20, ADHM23,
AACC21, AGP22, BRS+22, CJNDZ21,
Fds+20, GMF2+21a, GMF2+21b,
GRLA20, HATG21, KAA+21, LBMM+22,
MAK23, MSB21, NdOd+22, PPMC22,
PC23, PTT24, dPPdJFF21, RATS21,
UPP+22, WUK+21, WLdCM22, POZ20].
March [NBGC20a, Ano20t, Ano21u,
Ano22t, Ano23k]. Market [ZPL21].
Market-oriented [ZPL21]. Markov
[AKB20]. Masking [FC20].
mathematical [MLBD21]. matrix
[RPR22]. matter
[SM20a, TST+21a, TST+21b]. mature
[MSS21]. maturity [WML22]. Maven
[HBSV+22]. Maximizing [MBB22, JS22].
May [Ano20u, Ano21v, Ano22u, Ano23n].
MBSE [GBT+20, KSG+22]. means
[SCS23, KSF20]. measure [LALM23].


[FZT+22, LNST21].

**QA** [HPZ+20, Pat20]. **QExplore** [SMKI23]. **QMM** [FR20]. **QMM-VANET** [FR20]. **QoS** [FR20]. qualitative [SGG22, VHB21]. **Quality** [BLTX21, LCC+23, LBMF+22, BRO+22, BBND+20, BHHQ+22, CND22, GP21, GRV+21, KSF20, KRLS+20, LNST21, LQY+22, MBO+22, DDPT20, POWGH22, PN21, RBS+23, RFB20, WMLM22, WCGS23, NLT21].


SGM23, SFR23, UPP+22, NLTM23, Pie20].
researcher [RFS+21]. researches
[NdS+21]. ReSiDe [SSS+20]. residence
[XZY+20]. Resistant [THB22]. resolved
[GS21a, GS21b]. resource
[AZR+21, GF22, GTT+20, Pie20, TGX+22]. resources
[OWGS23, ZGW+20a, ZPL21].
response [MFBR20, RR20]. REST
[PBG22]. restoration [XBS21]. result
[PPB20]. Results
[FKF+23, ZH21, BCF+22, RMT+22].
restraint [BCF+21]. retrieval
[MAP+20, SH20, SRT+21]. retrieve
[GBS20]. reusability [Pat20]. Reusable
[SST+20]. Reuse
[AX21, AAW20, BB20, FGT+20, GFS21,
MWW+22, SWZ+20, SFB+20]. reveal
[HBS+23]. Revealing [UPP+22]. Reverse
[FBMR20, LSB+22]. Review
[PFMB20, SBC20, VBMB20, AA23,
AÇCu21, AWMW20, BRS+22, BAV20,
dACQ23, DAP20, DN21, DL22, DL21,
FFS23, GGB+22, GB20, GF22, HH22,
HJK+21, HO22, LLPG20, LLL+22, LBT+21,
LZM+23, LLZ+23, MRA+22].
MMB22, MIFS22, MM2+21, PM2+21,
PSAB23, RB+23, RFB+22, SL20, VDVC21,
WFR21, YSB+21, ZH22, WUK+21].
Reviewer [VBMB20]. reviews
[GCF22, MWFK20, NdO20+22, PDGMT20].
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